Appendix A

This appendix provides supplementary information of a toy example for calculation of reclassification score and results from our stepwise classifier using different algorithm combinations not showed in the Chapter 2.

Reclassification score calculation with toy example

Let say we have 10 samples in training sets (both in clinical and molecular data). After applying selected classification algorithm to the two data types separably and compare them with true class labels we have following:

\[ Y_{cli} = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), \quad Y_{gen} = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1) \]

where \( Y_{cli} \) denotes the classification result from clinical data and \( Y_{gen} \) from molecular data. 0 means sample is wrongly classified and 1 means correctly classified. Based on above result, we set \( K = 2 \). Project a test sample (\( i \)) onto the clinical data space and measure proximity between each of those training samples. Let say after ordering (descending) the proximity values, it produces following order index:

\[ \text{order.index}_{cli} = (10, 3, 6, 4, 1, 9, 5, 2, 7, 8) \]

use this order index to re-order the \( Y_{cli} \)

\[ Y_{cli.ordered} = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) \]

Let’s take \( K = 2 \) nearest neighbor from the correctly and the incorrectly classified samples groups, separately. Weighted rank will be

\[ C^R_{i1} = 1 \times \frac{1}{1} = 1, \quad C^R_{i2} = 2 \times \frac{1}{2} = 1 \]

In similar way we calculate

\[ C^W_{i1} = 3 \times \frac{1}{1} = 3, \quad C^W_{i2} = 6 \times \frac{1}{2} = 3. \]

Sample indexes of closet correctly classified \( K = 2 \) neighbors of the test sample (\( i \)) are

\[ CR_{(i1)} = 10, \quad CR_{(i2)} = 3 \]

indexes for the incorrectly classified group are

\[ CW_{(i1)} = 6, \quad CW_{(i2)} = 9. \]

Now, we gain two group of samples indexes (for correctly and incorrectly classified) of training samples which are close to the test sample (\( i \)). In next step, based on these sample indexes we search for the nearest neighbors for them in the molecular
data space one by one. Let’s consider \( CR_{i1} = 10 \). Let say after ordering (descending) the proximity values with respect to 10\(^{th}\) sample, it produces following order index:

\[
order.index^{gen} = (7, 5, 8, 4, 2, 3, 1, 10, 6, 9),
\]

use this order index to re-order the \( Y.gen \)

\[
Y.gen.ordered = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0)
\]

based on this we calculate

\[
G_{10}^R = 1 \times \frac{1}{1} + 3 \times \frac{1}{2} = 2.5, \quad G_{10}^W = 2 \times \frac{1}{1} + 10 \times \frac{1}{2} = 7, \quad G_{10}(G_{CR(i1)}) = 7 - 2.5 = 4.5.
\]

Let say in similar way we calculate

\[
G_{3}(G_{CR(i2)}) = 3, \quad G_{6}(G_{CW(i1)}) = 1.5, \quad G_{9}(G_{CW(i2)}) = 5.
\]

Final aggregated information for the \( i^{th}\) test sample will be

\[
Right_i = 1 \times 4.5 + 1 \times 3 = 7.5, \quad Wrong_i = 3 \times 1.5 + 3 \times 5 = 19.5.
\]

As a result, reclassification score for this test sample is

\[
RS_i = 7.5 - 19.5
\]

**Results from different algorithm combinations**

First we present the case where the clinical data performs better than the molecular data using prostate cancer data. Then, for the sake of completeness, we show results from various combination of classifier.

The prostate cancer data [Stephenson et al., 2005] contains 79 samples, 37 with and 42 without recurrent primary prostate tumors. Pre-filtered gene expression data contains 7884 genes and the clinical factors are composed of serum PSA level (nominal), Gleason stage (ordinal), extra capsular extension (nominal), surgical margin (binary), seminal vesicle invasion (binary), lymph node involvement (binary), TNM (nominal), age (nominal).

The case where clinical data performs better than molecular data. Figure 9-10 illustrates the accuracy of the stepwise approach for the prostate cancer data. We use the RF for clinical data and the Plsrf-x for molecular data. The IntegrativeME method with sPLS feature selection attain the highest accuracy (76%). The accuracy from the stepwise approach is somewhat lower than the one from the IntegrativeME, keeping in mind that IntegrativeME requires 100% molecular data to achieve this. Next, we apply Plsrf-x-pv to molecular data. Since we do not have the classification result with this algorithm from the IntegrativeME, we only compare with the result from the Plsrf-xz-pv [Boulesteix et al., 2008]. As we observe from the Figure 9-10, result from Plsrf-xz-pv is almost the same as from clinical data. The stepwise approach reaches its climax at the beginning as it should and its accuracy is comparative.

In the following part, we present the results of the stepwise classification approach on three data sets with different algorithm combinations.
Figure 9: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the prostate cancer data. Here, the RF classifier is applied to clinical data, and the Plsrf-x classifier is applied to expression data.

Figure 10: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the prostate cancer data. Here, the RF classifier is applied to clinical data, and the Plsrf-x-pv classifier is applied to expression data.
Figure 11: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the RF classifier is applied to clinical data, and the SVM classifier is applied to expression data.

Figure 12: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the RF classifier is applied to clinical data, and the TSP classifier is applied to expression data.
Figure 13: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the GLM classifier is applied to clinical data, and the SVM classifier is applied to expression data.

Figure 14: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the GLM classifier is applied to clinical data, and the TSP classifier is applied to expression data.
Figure 15: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the RF classifier is applied to clinical data, and the SVM classifier is applied to expression data.

Figure 16: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the RF classifier is applied to clinical data, and the TSP classifier is applied to expression data.
Figure 17: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the GLM classifier is applied to clinical data, and the SVM classifier is applied to expression data.

Figure 18: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the GLM classifier is applied to clinical data, and the TSP classifier is applied to expression data.
Figure 19: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the RF classifier is applied to clinical data, and the SVM classifier is applied to expression data.

Figure 20: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the RF classifier is applied to clinical data, and the TSP classifier is applied to expression data.
Figure 21: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the GLM classifier is applied to clinical data, and the SVM classifier is applied to expression data.

Figure 22: Illustration of the scenario where clinical data is preferred over molecular data using the breast cancer data. Here, the GLM classifier is applied to clinical data, and the TSP classifier is applied to expression data.
Appendix B

This appendix provides supplementary information not mentioned in Chapter 4.

Motivational example

Sørlie et al. [2001] used gene expression data to cluster the breast carcinomas using hierarchical clustering and correlate the extracted clusters to the clinical outcome. They reported six clusters, each of them with unique clinical characteristics (Figure 23). After closely examining the HC tree we find that, the reported six clusters cannot be extracted by cutting with a straight line at any place. At most, five out of the six clusters (solid line) can be retrieved unless one introduces a piecewise cut to the left branch (broken line). Observe that, although the Basel-like and the ERBB2+ tumors are very different in terms of molecular (i.e. TP53 status) and clinical (i.e. survival time) features, the fixed-height cut approach fails to separate them. As this real life example shows, sometimes the informative clusters on a branch of the HC tree are located at a deeper level than the other branches.

Figure 23: The piecewise cut versus the straight-line cut. The HC tree is derided from using the gene expression data by Sørlie et al. [2001].

Differences between the piecewise cut and existing approach

The piecewise cut approach we proposed here differs from the HC clustering method proposed by Dotan-Cohen et al. [2007] in the following aspects
• The latter approach is designed for gene clustering; application to clustering samples (tissues/disease/patients) is not straightforward. As emphasized by Baya and Granitto [2011], clustering samples is very different from clustering genes. On the other hand, our approach is designed for clustering samples using all types of genomic data.

• The approach by Dotan-Cohen et al. [2007] cuts HC tree at any place as long as resulting clusters are maximally consistent with pre-defined gene labels. This implies that the HC tree structure is allowed to change dramatically. We believe that one HC tree expresses the tendency of observations to be clustered by their signatures in the data from which HC tree is derived. Although returned clusters are homogeneous in terms of partially available observation labels, this comes at the cost of losing its “honesty” to the data set HC is based upon. To preserve the HC tree structure, our approach selects cuts so that only the observations which are neighbors in the leaf nodes form clusters. For example in Figure 4.4, no sample in the piecewise.cluster1 is not allowed to form a cluster with samples in piecewise.cluster3.

• The approach by Dotan-Cohen et al. [2007] requires discretized background information; our approach, however, does not has any restriction on the format of available background information. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first one to implement a HC tree snipping scheme which utilizes commonly available, clinically most relevant patient follow-up data as background information.

Comparison with the fixe-height cut approach: results not included in Chapter 4

Note that, except for the C-index, we use the R package fpc [Hennig, 2010] to calculate WSS and GK measures. For a given partition and corresponding distance matrix, cluster.stats function in this package returns a overall quality score for it. Clustering performances from the piecewise and the fixed-height approaches are given in Table 5-6.

Association between the optimal clusters found on the Lung.1 data set and the external clinical outcomes

In our analysis, we used the patient follow-up information in the cluster extraction process. To make the comparison between the piecewise and the fixed-height cut methods thoroughly enough, we go one step further to check the association between the optimal partitions retrieved by two approaches and the clinical outcomes not used in the cluster extraction process. For this illustration we used the Lung.1 data set [Beer et al., 2002].

Besides the follow-up data, other clinical information such as disease stage and differentiation were also available for this data set. Chi-square test is used to check the association between the aforementioned two clinical variables and the the best partitions found when the different quality measures are used. Comparison results are given in Table 4.

Regardless of which partition evaluation criteria is used, the fixed-height cut approach generates the same result (a partition with two clusters). The piecewise approach on the other hand, produces slightly different results in different criteria settings. In all cases, the best partitions selected by the fixed-height approach exhibits no association with Stage or Differentiation. While the optimal partitions from the piecewise approach exhibit weak associations with Differentiation, strong associations with Stage are observed. These results further show the potential
Table 2: Comparison of the error rates from the two approaches when the C-index is used for the gene expression data. In each column, numbers denote the number of times our method produces smaller error rates than the fixed-height cut in 100 repetitions, and the opposite holds for numbers in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Ward</th>
<th>PNN+Concordance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>BIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung.1</td>
<td>61(32)</td>
<td>61(33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>67(33)</td>
<td>73(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung.2</td>
<td>65(35)</td>
<td>62(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>57(43)</td>
<td>66(34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>45(54)</td>
<td>51(49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glioblastoma</td>
<td>67(33)</td>
<td>73(27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of the error rates from the two approaches when the GK is used for the gene expression data. In each column, numbers denote the number of times our method produces smaller error rates than the fixed-height cut in 100 repetitions, and the opposite holds for numbers in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Ward</th>
<th>PNN+Concordance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>BIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung.1</td>
<td>63(31)</td>
<td>63(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>71(27)</td>
<td>70(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung.2</td>
<td>53(47)</td>
<td>51(49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>61(38)</td>
<td>62(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>44(49)</td>
<td>42(41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glioblastoma</td>
<td>46(42)</td>
<td>52(19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Association between the optimal partitions generated by the piecewise and the fixed-height (in parentheses) cuts with the external clinical outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Differentiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSS AIC</td>
<td>0.052(0.859)</td>
<td>0.348(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-index</td>
<td>0.051(0.859)</td>
<td>0.434(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GK</td>
<td>0.002(0.859)</td>
<td>0.674(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSS BIC</td>
<td>0.052(0.924)</td>
<td>0.373(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-index</td>
<td>0.053(0.924)</td>
<td>0.517(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GK</td>
<td>0.002(0.924)</td>
<td>0.690(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the piecewise cut approach. Note that the p-values we present here are bias, because we did not re-snip the HC tree under permutation. The potential bias caused by the follow-up information which we used during the cluster extraction process is correlated with the two new clinical outcomes we tested here. Here, we only want to show the differences in the magnitude of the p-values from the two approaches.

Visualization of the cuts induced by the two approaches and the survival curves of the resulting clusters

Here, we present HC trees and the cuts induced by the two approaches not included in Chapter 4. In all illustrations the BIC criteria is used for follow-up data, and the KG criteria is used for expression data. In each HC tree, the blue broken line denotes the cut induced by the fixed-height cut approach, and the red rectangles corresponds to the cuts from the piecewise cut approach. The number in each leaf node denotes the survival time and the event status indicator, respectively.
Figure 24: Left figure (violin plot) shows the entropy distributions correspond to clusters on the left branch of the HC tree in Figure 4.4 derived from the Leukemia data set [Bullinger et al., 2004]. Right figure corresponds to clusters on the left branch.

Figure 25: The survival curves correspond to clusters on the right branch of the HC tree in Figure 4.4.
Figure 26: The HC tree corresponds to the Leukemia data set [Beer et al., 2002], and the optimal cuts induced by the two approaches.

Figure 27: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the clusters on the left branch of the HC tree in Figure 26.
Figure 28: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the clusters on the right branch of the HC tree in Figure 26.

Figure 29: The HC tree corresponds to the Lung.2 data set [Bhattacharjee et al., 2001], and the optimal cuts induced by the two approaches.
Figure 30: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the clusters on the left branch of the HC tree in Figure 29.

Figure 31: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the clusters on the right branch of the HC tree in Figure 29.
Figure 32: The HC tree corresponds to the Lymphoma data set [Rosenwald et al., 2002], and the optimal cuts induced by the two approaches.

Figure 33: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the s.cluster5, p.cluster5-6 in Figure 32.
Figure 34: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the s.cluster6, p.cluster7-8 in Figure 32.

Figure 35: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the s.cluster8, p.cluster10-11 in Figure 32.
Figure 36: The HC tree corresponds to the Prostate cancer data set [Sbner et al., 2010], and the optimal cuts induced by the two approaches.

Figure 37: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the s.cluster1, p.cluster1-4 in Figure 36.
Figure 38: The HC tree corresponds the GBM data set [Verhaak et al., 2010], and the optimal cuts induced by the two approaches.

Figure 39: Kaplan-Meier survival curves correspond to the s.cluster2, p.cluster3-5 in Figure 38.
Appendix C

This appendix provides supplementary information not mentioned in Chapter 6.

**Array CGH data preprocessing**

After computing log2 ratios, missing values were imputed using a k-nearest neighbour algorithm implemented in the R-package impute available from Bioconductor. Missing values were imputed if values of a particular feature were available from more than 30% of all experiments. By applying this imputation procedure, the total number of features was reduced to 173,367 features. Afterwards, CGH profiles were wave bias corrected by regressing them on a calibration set containing 16 normal profiles to improve detection of aberrations [van de Wiel et al., 2009b]. In a last preprocessing step, microarray data was global median normalized and tumor % corrected using an approach described by van de Wiel et al. [2005]. Subsequently, copy number profiles were inspected visually. The median cellularity of remaining 75 samples is 60%. The final data matrix that has been used for downstream analysis was of size $X \in \mathbb{R}^{173367 \times 75}$. Normalization, cellularity correction and segmentation were performed with the R-package CGHcall was used for preprocessing and segmentation.

![Figure 40: Schemata of the averaged CGH profile generation from a given segmented data. For each sample its segmented data values were first divided into positive and negative parts, roughly equal to gain and loss. The positive values across samples were averaged to calculate mean positive segmented values. The mean negatives segmented values were generated in similar ways. Finally, they were plotted together in barplots to illustrate the averaged DNA copy number aberration patterns in a given segmented data.](image-url)
The DNA copy number entropy vs. Tumour cells/areas

To accompany the visualization in Figure 42, we also conducted a formal statistical test. Namely, we tested the statistical significance of the group differences in terms of entropy in the presence of the tumor cells/areas by a simple regression. The DNA copy number entropy used as response variable, whereas the treatment-arm indicator and the tumor cells/areas were used as independent covariates. Regression result showed that the treatment-arm indicator was the strong predictor (coeff. = 0.216, p = 0.004), while no significant association observed for the tumor cells/areas (coeff. = -0.002, p = 0.29). Thus, we confirmed that the observed differences between the two treatment arms indeed were not due to the tumor cells/areas.

Figure 41: Bean plots comparing the tumor cells/areas distributions between the treatment groups. The shape and the mean (blue line) of tumor cells/areas are relatively different between the treatment groups. S (right) appears to be composed of samples with low tumor cells/areas, and opposite holds for CS (left).
Figure 42: The tumor cells/areas difference vs. the DNA copy number entropy difference. Top row show the distributions of samples from CS (a) and S (b) in the space defined by their first two principal components obtained from the segmented data matrix. We also divided samples in each treatment arm into two groups (low and high cellularity) according to the tumor cells/areas, the median used as cutoff. Then, samples were again projected onto the space spanned by the first two principal components. We observed that there was no considerably difference in scatterness between the high and the low tumor cells/areas groups within each treatment arm, eg. (c) vs (e) and (d) vs (f). Also, no considerably difference in scatterness between the low tumor cells/areas group (c) in CS and the high tumor cells/areas group (f) in S was observed. Hence, we concluded that the observed difference between the treatment groups were not due to the artifact of the difference in the tumor cells/areas. The differences were indeed caused by the treatment group specific aberration patterns in the CGH profiles. In each panel a point denotes a sample, and the shape and color corresponds to one of the tumor cell/areas percentages shown in the legend.
Figure 43: Association of DNA copy number entropy with cancer specific survival. The whole cohort was divided into three equal sized patient groups based on the DNA copy number entropy values. Observe that the low entropy group (n=25) corresponds to better prognosis (median (range) survival time: 3.96 (0.41-11.62) years), largely overlapped the medium (n = 25, 0.90 (0.30-10.77) years) and high entropy (n = 25, 0.62 (0.28-10.21) years) groups, however, exhibit poor prognoses.
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The coming century is surely the century of data. Rapid advances in biotechnology and life science made it possible to collect and process genomics data of all kinds, on scales unimaginable a few decades ago. Different molecular data profiles provide a different, partly independent and complementary molecular fingerprint of a tissue. The challenge, however, is no longer how to generate the genomics data, but rather how to analyze these. This dissertation aims at contributing to solve such analysis problems for data in the context of cancer genomics.

Two important topics in the field of bioinformatics, data integration and characterization of cancer heterogeneity, are the focus of this dissertation. It is composed of three parts. In the first two parts, we propose a general framework for data integration for the purpose of cancer genotype classification and clustering. The motivation to write these two parts stems from the fact that the biological insight harvested from either one of the individual data types is often limited. Our goal is to address the spurring need for integration of diverse data measured on the same individuals. In the third part of this thesis we discuss the potential of exploring cancer heterogeneity in clinical applications.

Chapter 1 aims at discussing some general background on the topics discussed in the thesis. This chapter serves mean of helping the reader approach the remaining chapters (Chapters 2 and 3) with more ease. In Chapter 2 existing integrative classification methods are studied and a novel integrative classifier that is designed to combine commonly available patient clinical risk factors with genomics data is introduced. The proposed approach, called stepwise classifier, addresses the major shortcoming of existing approaches: the requirement to measure genomics data for all patients. This may make the setting costly, impractical or inefficient. The stepwise classifier, however, requires genomics data to be available for a subset of patients only, namely for those that are predicted to benefit the most by measuring their molecular profiles. From the research application perspective, this approach is appealing. In Chapter 3 the R-BioConductor package stepwiseCM, which implements the cost efficient stepwise classification strategy introduced in Chapter 2, is presented. This package, with many easy to use functions and an elaborated vignette, can be a useful tool in research applications where, next to accuracy, efficiency is an important goal.

Part II is composed of Chapter 4 and 5. In Chapter 4 we introduce a data driven, rather than heuristic, and semi-supervised rather than fully unsupervised, cluster extraction framework from a hierarchical clustering (HC) tree. This method integrates genomics data with background information to tease out a meaningful clustering from the HC tree. No restriction is placed on the type of background information that can be used. This can be (partial) labels of samples, another type of genomics data, or patient outcome data, such as survival. The ability to accommodate the patient outcome data without discretization makes our approach stand out among its competitors. Furthermore, we extended the application of the proposed approach to optimal treatment assignment. We show that our method significantly improves treatment assignment compared to the original assignment. Hence, this approach fits very well within the individualized medicine paradigm.
The R-BioConductor package \texttt{HCsnip} and the corresponding manual form the content of Chapter 5. This package implements the semi-supervised HC tree snipping framework presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 6 introduces a clinical study in which a subset of patients with oesophageal adenocarcinoma (OeC) recruited into the esophageal cancer trial (OEO2) is investigated. The OEO2 trial is a randomized trial in which one of the two following treatments was randomly allocated: surgery alone or, prior to surgery, two cycles of a combination cisplatin and fluorouracil. This trial was designed to evaluate whether preoperative chemotherapy followed by surgery (CS) improves survival compared to surgery alone (S) and to determine molecular differences between the two groups. We first applied the semi-supervised clustering method presented in Chapter 4 to unravel clusters that are associated with patient clinical outcome. Then, intratumor genomic heterogeneity in this study was characterized.

In particular, we studied whether the intratumor heterogeneity, as measured by genomic entropy, is different before and after cytotoxic chemotherapy, and is associated with OeC patient survival. We found that (i) the DNA copy number entropy is not simply a surrogate of some other pathological variable; (ii) the two patient groups (CS versus S) have differential genomic intratumoral heterogeneity; (iii) the between-tumor heterogeneity is smaller in the CS group compared that of the S group. We conclude that because of (tentative) molecular effect of chemotherapy OeCs after chemotherapy tend to have DNA copy number profiles in which the aberrations were found more frequently at relatively similar locations making them more homogenous as measured by the DNA copy number entropy compared to chemo-naïve OeCs. To our knowledge, this is the first study to show that cytotoxic chemotherapy appears to effect the tumour genotype (DNA copy number) in cases where changes in the histological phenotype were not visible to naked eye.

To sum up, in this thesis we have developed general frameworks for integrative classification and clustering, where commonly available patients clinical risk factors and high-dimensional genomics data are appropriately combined. Instead of limiting ourselves to very specific topics, we took different perspectives. First, we focused on practical integrative classifiers. We developed a cost-effective (and possibly more patient-friendly) integrative classifier, which performed at least as well as alternative integrative classifiers. Second, we proposed to snip the HC tree at variable heights to extract clusters while using available patient clinical data as guidance. It is a semi-supervised approach that is able to generate meaningful clusters. Aforementioned integrative approaches are quite general. Although the integration of clinical and genomics data is the primary focus of this thesis, application to combinations of two types of genomic data, or even multiple types of data is usually feasible under our integration frameworks. Third, we proposed to quantify intratumor heterogeneity via genomic entropy, and use it to examine the association with patient survival. To our knowledge this is the first study to use genomic entropy in a clinical study. All our methods have been implemented in R-(Bioconductor)-packages, which together form our contribution to cancer bioinformatics.
Samenvatting

Deze eeuw is zeker de eeuw van de data. Snelle ontwikkelingen op het gebied van biotechnologie en levenswetenschappen hebben het mogelijk gemaakt op vele manieren genomisch data te verzamelen op een schaal die een paar decennia geleden niet voor mogelijk werd gehouden. Deze technieken genereren een vingerafdruk van de kankerweefsel, die deels onafhankelijk en deels complementair is. De uitdaging ligt echter niet meer in hoe genomische data te verzamelen, maar in hoe haar te analyseren.

Dit proefschrift richt zich op twee belangrijke onderwerpen in de bioinformatica: data integratie en tumor heterogeniteit. Het bestaat uit drie gedeeltes. In de eerste twee delen presenteren we een algemeen kader voor het integreren van data voor tumorgenotype classificatie en -clustering. De motivatie voor deze twee delen is het feit dat biologische inzichten uit afzonderlijke data types (bijv. genomisch en klinisch) vaak beperkt zijn. Ons doel hier is dus het integreren van verschillend genomische data met klinische gegevens.

Hoofdstuk 1 is gericht op het bespreken van enkele algemene achtergrondinformatie over de onderwerpen besproken in het proefschrift. Dit hoofdstuk dient ook als inleiding voor de hieropvolgende hoofdstukken 2 en 3. In hoofdstuk 2 worden bestaande integratieve classificatiemethodes geanalyseerd samen met een nieuwe methode die ontworpen is om standaard risicofactoren te combineren met genomische data. De nieuwe methode, genaamd stepwise classifier, presenteert een oplossing voor een problematische vereiste van bestaande methodes, namelijk de aanwezigheid van genomische data van iedere patient. Die vereiste is vaak niet haalbaar of maakt de huidige methodes duur en inefficient. De stepwise classifier vereist echter slechts aanwezigheid van genomische data in een subset van patiënten waarvan wordt voorspeld dat ze het meeste baat hebben van de moleculaire metingen. Ook vanuit een onderzoek oogpunt is dit aantrekkelijk. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het R-BioConductor package stepwiseCM gepresenteerd, hetgeen deze kostenbesparende classificatiesstrategie implementeert. Dit package bevat tal van gebruikersvriendelijke functies en een handleiding. Het kan een nuttige ondersteuning zijn bij onderzoek toepassingen waar efficientie, naast accuraatheid is.

Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een klinische studie waarbij een subset van patiënten met slokdarm adenocarcinoma die deel uitmaken van de slokdarmkankertrial OEO2 wordt bestudeerd. Deze trial is gerandomiseerd voor één der volgende behandelingen: alleen maar chirurgie (C) of, vóór chirurgie, twee cycli van cisplatinum en fluoruracil (CC). Deze trial is ontwikkeld om een eventueel verschil in overleving te detecteren tussen deze twee groepen alsmede moleculaire verschillen tussen de twee groepen te determineren. We hebben de semi-gesuperviseerdeclusteringsmethode uit hoofdstuk 4 op deze patiëntengroep toegepast, om clusters te identificeren die zijn geassocieerd met ziekteverloop. Daarnaast hebben we genomische tumorheterogeniteit bestudeerd. We hebben onderzocht of tumorheterogeniteit, gemeten aan de hand van genomische entropie, verschilt voor en na chemotherapie, en geassocieerd is met overleving. We vonden dat (i) DNA copy number entropie niet een surrogaat is voor een ander ziektekenmerk; (ii) dat de tumoren uit de twee patiëntengroepen van de OEO2 trial verschillen in genomische tumorheterogeniteit; (iii) De heterogeniteit tussen tumoren is kleiner in de CS groep vergeleken met de S groep. We concluderen dit vanwege de (mogelijke) moleculaire effecten van de chemotherapie, OeCs na chemotherapie hebben vaker DNA copy number profielen waarin aberraties vaker in relatief overeenkomende locaties werden gevonden, wat ze meer homogeen maakt, zoals ook gemeten door het DNA copy number entropie vergelijken met de chemo-naieve OeCs. Voor zover wij weten, is dit de eerste studie die laat zien dat cytologische chemotherapie een effect lijkt te hebben op het tumor genotype (DNA copy number) bij patiënten waarin veranderingen in het histologische fenotype niet zichtbaar waren met het blote oog.

Samenvattend, in dit proefschrift beschrijven wij een algemeen kader voor integratieve classificatie en clustering, waarbij algemeen toegankelijke klinische risicofactoren en hoogdimensionele genoomdata op juiste wijze worden gecombineerd. We hebben hierbij gebruik gemaakt van verschillende invalshoeken. In de eerste plaats gingen we uit van een practisch haalbare integratieve classifier. Ontwikkelden we een kosten-effectieve (en mogelijk meer patiëntvriendelijke) integratieve classifier, die uitgevoerd tenminste als alternatief integratieve classifiers. In de tweede plaats ontwikkelden we een manier om de HC structuur op te delen door op verschillende hoogtes te scheiden, waarbij we clinische data gebruikten als richtsnoer. Deze semi-supervised aanpak kan relevante clusters identificeren. De ontwikkelde aanpak is breed toepasbaar. Hoewel de primaire focus van dit proefschrift ligt op de integratie van clinische en genoombrede data, is onze aanpak ook toepasbaar op twee soort genomische data, of is uitbreiding naar drie of meer type data mogelijk. In de derde plaats beschrijven we een methode om intratumor heterogeniteit te meten aan de hand van genomische entropie, en gebruiken we deze metingen om de relatie met overleving van patiënten te bestuderen. Voor zover we weten is dit de eerste keer dat genomische entropie wordt gebruikt als clinische parameter. Al onze methoden gemplementeerd in R- (Bioconductor) -pakketten, die samen onze bijdrage aan kanker bioinformatica.
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